
How to Help Your Daughter Navigate
Puberty 

 
Connecting with Her, Helping Her with Big

Emotions & Buying Her First Bra



Give her a lesson about the terms such as “puberty” and “period” /
“menustration.”
Explain what changes her body will experience as she approaches her
period including:
Changes to her breasts – development of breast buds
Changes to her shape – weight gain, growth spurt and curvier body
Body hair growth – both under arms, on legs and pubic area
Changes to her mind – more emotional due to hormonal changes in
brain

Where do I start?
 
According to Kelli Anderson, RN at Children’s Hospital, start with the
basic terminology. In the blog post below, Anderson believes that
parents don’t have to do an anatomy lesson with an eight-year old. She
provides great information with how to start: 
 
Talking to Your Daughter About Puberty
 
It’s important to start conversations early with your child rather than
have one “talk.” Saving all of the information for one talk might be
overwhelming to your daughter. Keeping an open dialogue will
encourage your daughter to come to you with questions as she continues
to develop.
 
 Here are some guidelines for your first discussions:
 

 
 

EEK, so you’ve noticed some changes in your daughter’s body (i.e. breast development), and you
know it’s time to start addressing it. And you know you can't put it off any longer. Plus with kids at
home more these days, it is the perfect time to have these conversations before they go back to
school! 
 
First, take a deep breath! It's going to be OK. 
 
Next, it's important to get out any embarrassment issues beforehand.  Practice if you need to!
You’ll want to be cool, calm and collected before you discuss puberty with her.
 
 
 
 

https://www.chla.org/blog/rn-remedies/talking-your-daughter-about-puberty


Talk to her about the importance of privacy.
Tell your daughter about your experience with puberty.
Explain to her that puberty is a very sensitive issue and that everyone’s bodies will grow and
change in a different way and on a different timeline. Pointing out the changes that you see in
a friend’s body can upset her.
Answer any questions in an open and honest way.
Reassure her that these changes are normal and that she’ll experience a wide range of
emotions, which is also normal.

 
Here is a great book to start with:
The Care and Keeping of You 1, American Girl
 
Or this video:
Always Changing & Growing
 
You'll also get some great help from these experts:
Birds & Bees, Mary Jo Ridley & Megan Michelson
Birds & Bees & Kids, Amy Lang
 
 

How do I deal with a moody tween?
 
Raising a daughter involves A LOT of emotions  - from both you and her. As parents with busy
lives and busy kids, it can be overwhelming at times when emotions get the best of us. It's
important to remember that emotions are a map and every emotion can teach and guide us if
we are willing to listen.
 
Help coach her through her emotions and increase her emotional vocabulary. Being able to
name your feelings like "I feel _______ " helps to diffuse big emotions. Download our guide to
help her manage her emotions.
 
Download:  Girls and Their Big Emotions
 
This guide includes a list of emotional vocabulary words as well as a Daily Emotions Journal and
Gratitude Journal to help her check-in each day and begin a gratitude practice.
 
Also, here are 25 Questions to Get Tweens & Teens Talking About Graititude.
 

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=OR1XJZ0xRSo
https://birds-bees.com/
https://birdsandbeesandkids.com/
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1850/1143/files/Guide_to_Managing_Emotions.pdf?5436
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1850/1143/files/Guide_to_Managing_Emotions.pdf?5436
https://bleuetgirl.com/blogs/news/gratitude-talk


How do I help my daughter with her
perfectionist tendencies?

 
Many girls set unrealistic expectations for themselves early in life. Research shows that
perfectionism is on the rise amongst girls today. The need to be perfect negatively affects mental
health increasing anxiety and depression. Carol Dweck of Stanford University and author of
Mindset discovered that trying to be perfect stops us from reaching our potential. From being our
best selves.⠀
 
Download : Teaching Girls to Embrace Imperfection

https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1850/1143/files/Emotions_Only_Download_1.pdf?5455
https://bleuetgirl.com/pages/download-free-parenting-resources
https://cdn.shopify.com/s/files/1/1850/1143/files/Final_Teaching_Girls_to_Embrace_Imperfection.pdf?5464


Whether you are a parent, grandparent, relative, friend, etc., as that special tween girl in your life
grows, you'll have to pivot your approach a bit to maintain your connection with her. As your
sweet girl morphs overnight into a surly, self-centered, crazy being, keeping the connection can
seem like a challenge. She may seem like she doesn't need you, but in reality, she needs you more
than ever.
 
Here is a list of ways to maintain the connection with her:
 
1. Continue to have family dinners.
 
2. Have conversations in the car. Parents in this season of life are constantly driving places with
their tweens, so take advantage of the car time and talk to them.
 
3. Leave (or send) her encouraging notes, letters, emails or texts.
 
4. Give her 3 compliments per day. Point out her positive character traits and kind things that she
does.
 
5. Be available to listen when she wants to talk. Put your phone down! Try not to say "in a
minute." 
 
6. Read a book together and discuss it. Like your own version of a book club. (This can also work
for long distance grandparents or other relatives).
 
7. Tell her your stories. Tell her your stories of failure, shame and your accomplishments. Tell her
about when you were her age.
 
8. Listen more. Use the 80-20 rule. 80% listening and 20% talking.
 
9. Schedule one-on-one quality time once a week with her. An ice cream date. A Starbucks date.
Walk the dog together. 
 
 
 
 

How do I connect with my tween?



10. Get to know her friends. Invite them over. Make your home a place where they can hang out.
 
11. Nurture her passions. 
 
12. Don't take what she says or does personally. This one is key!!
 
13. Don't minimize her problems. To her, they seem HUGE.
 
14. Give her little surprises just because. 
 
15. Respond don't react to her. 
 
16. Take a family trip.
 
17. Take an interest in what she loves. Ask her questions about it. Learn more about it.
 
18. Show her empathy. It's hard to grow up! It's hard to have your brain under construction and
hormones ravaging inside you! And then be around their friends who all have the same issues.
 
19. Plan an activity together. Take a class. Plan special outings. Try something new together.
Serve together.
 
20. Warm greetings & farewells. Hug her and show her affection often especially when she leaves
for school and comes home.
 
 
 
Some helpful books for parenting tweens & teens include:
 
Untangled, Lisa Damour
Under Pressure, Lisa Damour
Enough As She Is, Rachel Simmons
The Confidence Code for Girls, Claire Shipman & Katty Kay
Brave, Not Perfect, Reshma Saujani
No More Mean Girls, Katie Hurley
How to Raise an Adult, Julie Lythcott-Haims
 
 
 
 
 
 
 





How do I know she is ready for a
bra?
 
You notice her “budding” and it’s evident that she needs extra coverage.
 
She notices. She has become self-conscious of her growing breast buds
poking through her shirt.
 
She has tenderness in her breast area. This happens as they start to
grow. Her breast buds may be tender to the touch.
 
She feels too much jiggling and wiggling. She plays sports  and
experiences discomfort from her breasts moving and/or nipple chafing.
 
It's a Moment.  Make her feel special at a time when growing and
changing can be hard.  
 

What type of bra should I buy? 
 
A first bra (or training bra) should provide a comfortable layer under her
top to make her feel:
 
Supported - While she might not have much there, you’ll still want to find
a first bra that offers support and helps her feel comfortable doing a wide
range of activities. Breasts are often tender as she grow, so she might
notice some discomfort and the support from a first bra will help her. 
 
Covered - You want to find a first bra that offers good coverage. Many first
bras on the market are just one thin layer while others have two layers.
 
Confident - You want her to feel confident with whatever she wears (even
in white t-shirts or thin tops), and a first bra will help if she  is  feeling self-
conscious about her new breast growth. Also, a training & first bra should
be designed for her  age. 
Lots of padding isn't needed yet!
 
 
 
 
 



How do I shop for a bra for her?
 
Purchasing bras online is the perfect way to avoid the awkwardness of bra shopping. She can try
bras on in the comfort of her bedroom.
 
Bleuet (pronounced: Blue-ay) created the most comfortable first bra for tween and teen girls. Our
bras are reversible (2 colors in one!) and designed for her  active life. Ultra-soft, breathable,
lightweight and itch-free. 
 
Plus it's more than just a first bra, it's an experience. She will be delighted to receive her bra
packaged with some extra goodies. Designed for comfort + confidence and just for her age.
It's Bleuet, not lingerie. 
 
COVERAGE
Each bra we create is double layered with thick fabric for optimal coverage so you don’t need to
worry about the nipple showing.
 
COMFORT
We believe that girls should be comfortable and have the freedom to move. All of our bras are
made with soft, performance fabric to move with them as they play tag, run, jump and dance.
 
FIT
Getting the right fit is the first step to purchasing a bra. A bra should always fit snug against the
body. Fit is determined by:
 
Chest Measurement: To find the right size, a tape measure and measure her around her chest.
Here is our Size Chart to determine the best size for her.
 

What if she's just not ready for a bra yet?
 
She might not be ready to wear a bra yet. That’s OK! We have other options for her in our Bleum
Camisole, which has a shelf bra inside. Our Bleum Camisole helps her get ready for the feel of a
bra without wearing one yet. 
 
We are happy to answer any questions you might have! Chat with us on our web site at
BleuetGirl.com or on Facebook or Instagram @BleuetGirl.
 
We are all on this journey together! 

https://bleuetgirl.com/pages/girls-bra-sizing-fit-guide


Bleuetgirl.com


